Your medical data available
through the LSP
(National Exchange Point)
Only if you agree

Why this brochure?
Your GP and your pharmacy might share your medical data with
other healthcare providers. Another doctor or pharmacy may want
to have access to your data to be able to help you quickly, properly
and safely, for instance. Your medical data are shared through
the LSP (National Exchange Point). But only if you agree to it.
This brochure explains how this all works. And how you may give
permission to having your data be shared.

Is it important for other healthcare providers to have access
to your medical data?
Your GP and pharmacy are aware of your medical problems.
This allows them to help you quickly, properly and safely. But should
you urgently have to visit another doctor or pharmacy or be treated
by a specialist doctor in a hospital or other healthcare institution,
it is important that this other doctor or pharmacy has access to your
primary medical data to also be able to help you quickly, properly and
safely. It also prevents you from having to provide your medical data
each and every time.

“I take a lot of medication.
Recently, I suddenly had to go to A&E.
The doctor at the hospital wanted to
know exactly what medication I take.
But I didn’t know exactly at that
moment.
Luckily, I had given my pharmacy
permission to share my medical data
through the LSP.
The doctor at the hospital could see
what medication I use
just by checking the LSP.
That information may
save my life.”
K. de Gast

How do healthcare providers have access to your
medical data?
Your GP and pharmacy may connect their computer systems to the
LSP (National Exchange Point), which is a secure and reliable system.
They can share the most important medical data through the LSP.
Another doctor or pharmacy has access to those medical data via
the LSP by using a secure pass and password. But only if you agree
to it. And when necessary for your treatment. Your medical data are
not stored at a central location. They remain stored on the computer
systems of your GP and pharmacy.

Who has access to your medical data?
Healthcare insurers, company doctors and employers have no access
to your medical data. Other doctors or pharmacies may only access
your medical data if this is necessary for them to be able to help you
quickly, properly and safely.

Do you want to know who has access to your medical data,
and when?
An overview is available on the website of the Association of
Healthcare Providers for Healthcare Communication (VZVZ): vzvz.nl.

Who is responsible for the LSP?
•	The VZVZ is responsible for maintaining a sound, secure and
reliable LSP.
•	Your healthcare providers are responsible for the contents of
the medical details and the proper use of the LSP.

What medical data are made available through the LSP?
Healthcare providers only have access to the most important
medical data via the LSP. GPs have access to:
•	Your name, address and age.
• Information on your state of health.
•	Information on your visits to the GP over the past 4 months
(or the last 5 visits).
• Allergy information.
• Information on medication provided to you by the pharmacy.
• Information on your hypersensitivity to certain medication.
A specialist doctor in the hospital or other healthcare institution
only has access to information on possible allergies, medication and
hypersensitivity. This also applies to other pharmacies.

How do you give your permission to having your medical
data shared via the LSP?
There are three different ways to give permission:
•	You inform your GP and pharmacy that you agree with sharing
your current medical data.
•	You complete the permission form in this brochure and hand it in
at your GP’s and pharmacy. Please complete one form for your GP
and one for your pharmacy.
• You give permission on ikgeeftoestemming.nl.
You have to give permission to your GP and pharmacy separately.
If you visit multiple pharmacies, please give each pharmacy
permission separately. But you may also decide to give permission
only to your GP or only to your pharmacy.
Should there be certain medical data you do not want to have
shared through the LSP, this can be arranged. Consult with your GP
and pharmacy.

Permission form
Your medical data available through the LSP

YES

I do authorize the belowmentioned healthcare provider
making my data available
through the LSP. I have read
all the information contained in
the ‘Your medical data available
through the LSP (National
Exchange Point)’ brochure.

NO

I do not authorize the belowmentioned healthcare provider
making my data available
through the LSP. I have read
all the information contained in
the ‘Your medical data available
through the LSP (National
Exchange Point)’ brochure.

detach along the dotted line

GP or pharmacy details:
my GP
my pharmacy

Which healthcare provider
does the form concern?
Name:
Address:
Postcode and town:

Should you wish to grant permission to another healthcare provider as well,
please complete a new permission form.

My details
Complete the below details.
Do not forget to sign the form.
Family:

Initials:

M

F

Address:
Postcode and town:
Date of birth:
Signature:

Date:
p.t.o.

Do you wish to give permission with respect
to your children?
•	For children up to age 12: as a parent or guardian, you have to
give your permission. Please use this form.
•	For children aged 12 to 16 who wish to give their permission:
both the parent or guardian and the child need to sign the form.
•	Children aged 16 and over need to give permission themselves
and complete a separate form.

Details of my children

detach along the dotted line

Complete the below details of the children with respect to whom
you wish to give permission. Do not forget to provide your own
signature.
Do you have more than two children? Please complete a new permission form.

Personal and family:

M

F

M

F

Date of birth:
YES

NO

Signature child:

Personal and family:
Date of birth:

Date:

NO

Signature child:
Signature
parent or guardian:

Submit this form to the GP or pharmacy
your permission concerns.
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YES

What happens if you do not give your permission?
What if you do not give your permission? In that case, other
healthcare providers cannot access your data via the LSP. Not even
in case of an emergency. If you do give permission, your GP and/or
pharmacy shares your medical data through the LSP. You yourself
decide whether to give permission or not. You can withdraw
your permission at any time. Discuss the matter with your GP or
pharmacy. Or visit vzvz.nl.

“I had constant dizzy spells. I thought it might have some
thing to do with the new medication I was given for my
heart complaints. My GP told me that I could get different
medication if the dizzy spells didn’t go away.
I even fell at one point in the weekend.
I called the after-hours clinic and was told
to visit them immediately. Fortunately,
the doctor there was able to see that
my GP was planning on changing my
medication through the LSP, as I had
consented to have my data be made
available through the LSP. I got new
medication and the dizzy spells
disappeared.”
D. Malik

Do you want to know more?
Or do you have a complaint?
•	Visit vzvz.nl. This website also provides an overview of all
healthcare providers connected to the LSP.
•	You may also call the VZVZ information line
(Mon - Fri from 08:30 to 17:00): 070 - 317 34 56.
• You may also send an e-mail: informatiepunt@vzvz.nl.

Do you require additional permission forms?
• Request them from your GP or pharmacy
• or download them from vzvz.nl.
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